Chapel Hill: J.V. Henry

14 more arrests in chapel hill yesterday evening - drug store sit in; Colonial Drug store - charges: trespassing, resisting arrest, and obstructing the sidewalk. 12 Negroes, 2 whites. Drugstore owner and wife carried some of the demonstrators to the sidewalk and they locked arms and legs out there, making things difficult for arresting officers.

Jackson: Charlie Cobb

Canton

Disturbed about CORE's apparent inaction about mobilizing pressure on Canton officials - they have ideas about pressure:
1. Fed'l govern't injunction vs. Canton for interfering with VR (this means Farmer would have to be contacted) to get in touch with JD and Pres. Johnson
2. Canton project is identified as VR project and mass meetings now are related to VR - cops take down names and license numbers at meetings. Definite harassment by local officials.
3. Possibly SNCC and Core groups in DC could picket and sit in at JD re Canton and Hattiesburg
4. Economic situation in Madison county is bad, so maybe food and clothing can be funnelled into Canton from food and clothes drive.
5. Check on how commodities are distributed in Madison county and then perhaps generate pressure on Agric. Dept. if they aren't being distributed adequately.
6. Possibly study what industries are in Canton - which are part of large corps. and which have govern't contracts. Here focus on jobs and perhaps even police brutality (tacit agreement to police brutality)
7. George Washington has gasoline pump in grocery store - James Stuart who works for Pan Am or Amoco gas co. came to his store yesterday and picked up gas tank - people feel that this was done because of Washington's participation in movement. Can we find out the reason for this action of Stuart's?

Also, Amoco people had stopped distributing gas to him -
Charlie Cobb will try to document all economic pressure in Canton

7. UDICO electrical company is in Canton. A letter was sent out by city of Canton saying that there would be discriminatory hiring policies by UDICO - Charlie will send us a copy of this letter -

note here - 1. move Jim Farmer (CORE)
2. JD pickets in DC
3. Food and clothing into Canton
4. Economic angles